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1. The court is created by you and the other party when there is a controversy/dispute/war.
2. If you carry your law on you then you must use that to enter into binding contracts or
agreements with other men and women.
3. If you accept benefits from Caesar then that creates new rights and obligations.
4. If you accept a benefit such as a driver's licence or voting or registration or medicare then you
agree to use the Birth Certificate as the identifier/trade name created by the State.
5. The agreement is a legal fiction as it does not really exist in nature.
6. If you default on an obligation then the court is simply making you fulfill your obligations
after hearing evidence and determining the facts with your consent. The law is the
legislation/statute that you have agreed to use.
7. If you are accused of harming another living soul the de facto government agents (police) will
attempt to drag you into their political jurisdiction and mark you as a person to whom the Act
applies.
8. That is when you have to break the presumption that you are not a person to whom that Act
applies. It is a rebuttable presumption that we all are persons.
9. The SDRO (State Debt REcovery Office) do not CREATE fines they simply act on the
authority of the original issuing officer with your pre-existing consent. You authorised the issue
of the original notice when you signed up for the benefit.
10. Do you get it yet boys and girls? There must be a contract or obligation in existence that you
must remedy/cure/repudiate/rescind/revoke before you can be free otherwise they will forever
have their public records permitting them to presume you are a person to whom their Act applies.
Rick:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This is a great and simple summary.
If we don't get it after reading these 10 simple points there is nothing else that can be said.
Sooooo if you have agreed to get a licence you are compelled to perform under that contract.
If you lose your licence it's the best position to be in, no point wanting it back, otherwise you are
back in the fire.
Ant
PS Thanks again Rick for your clarity and simplicity.
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